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The secretary problem for a random walk is described. A particle has equal probabilities of 
moving j steps up or j steps down. The optimal strategy of picking the maximum height in n 
steps without he opportunity of recall is found. The best strategy is shown to be exactly the same 
as the naive strategy of choosing the first element of the sequence. The theory is extended to 
symmetric continuous distributions. 
secretary problem * random walk * optimal stopping 
1. Introduction 
The problem of picking the maximum of a sequence of n independent values 
when no recall is allowed was examined by Gilbert and Mosteller (1966). This 
problem is popularly known as the "Secretary Problem." Freeman (1983) presented 
a thorough review of the literature on the secretary problem. More recent papers 
on the secretary problem include Samuels (1985), who examined a version of the 
problem with a cost factor, and Tamaki (1986) who considered an infinite version 
of the problem where the best two items are wanted. 
However, these and many other papers assumed that the values presented were 
independent. In this article, it is assumed that the values are dependent in the s "nse 
that the values represent positions of a generalized one-dimensional random walk. 
We wish to find a strategy which will maximize the probability of picking the largest 
value in n steps with no recall allowed. 
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An alternative description of our problem is the following. A stock analyst is 
asked to pick, in the following manner, the day on which a particular stock will be 
the highest during a given month. On the day when the analyst believes the sto,.k 
immed;-,oh, . a,;e,, h;o ,,i;o.,, of ,h;o -'ie-;' If, at the end to be the highest, he is to ......... ~...,.: .~.....: ~1o .....   ....  
of the month, it turns out that the analyst was correct, the analyst will be given a 
major portfolio to manage as a reward. Otherwise, there is no reward. If stock prices 
behave like a random walk during the month, as suggested by Fama (1965), then 
our proposed analysis will be appropriate, and will help the stock analyst o make 
his decision. 
2. Notation and results 
Throughout this paper, the following notation wii! be used. For i = 1 , . . . ,  n, let 
{Xi} Le i.i.d, random variables. Take Yo=0 and let Y~ = Y~_~ + Xi. Define Y*= 
max{Yi- 0<~ i~< n}. 
We wish to find a strategy S which will maximize the probability of picking Y*. 
We call such a strategy an optimal strategy. Let Y# = value picked using strategy 
S. We wish to find S so that P( Y# = Y*) is maximized. We next define a class of 
strategies which we will consider. 
Definition 2.1. Let So be the strategy which picks Yo = 0 as its choice for Y*. Let 
Sk, for 0 < k <~ n, be the strategy that examines Yo , . . . ,  Yk-~ and picks the next Y~ 
(for i~ > k) such that Y~ > max{ Yo, . . . ,  Yk-m}. If no such Y~ exists, the value picked 
is Y~. 
Assumption AI. For i = 1, . . . ,  n, let {Xi} be i.i.d, continuous random variable~ with 
distribution function F. Assume ,*.hat F has a density f with respect o Lebesgue 
measure, and that f is symmetric about 0 and has support equal to an interval 
(which may be the whole real line). 
Property 2.1. Suppose Assumption A1 holds. Then P( Y# = Y*) is the same for all Sk 
(0 <~ k <~ n). and any such Sk is an optimal strategy. 
The proof of this resui~t will use results from the discrete case so we shall delay 
the proof until later in this section. 
Assumption A2. For i= 1. . . .  , n, and m=O, 1,. . . ,oo,  let {Xi} be i.Jd. discrete 
random variables uch that~ P(Xi = m)= P(Xi =-m)  = p(m), so the distribution is 
symmetric about 0. 
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Property 2.2. Suppose Assumption A2 holds. Then P( Y# = Y*) is the same for all S, 
(O~k~n) .  
~Jutn.n---r l't2~L~:=" If,. L,~,,~, ! " (Yo ,k ,  Y i , k ,  . . . , Yn ,  k " be a sequence of length n + 1 together 
with a strategy Sk. (The observed values YI, Y2, • • •, Yn will ofcourse be independent 
of which strategy is used, but we insert the second subscript k to identify sequences 
associated with that k.) 
Let 
and let 
Y* = max{ Yi.k" 0 <~ i <~ n } 
Y~ = value picked from { Y~,k" 0 <~ i <~ n} using Sk. 
Let j = min{i: i > k -  1 and Y~.k = Y~}- Thus j represents the index of the element 
picked under strategy Sk. We observe that j is a function of k. We w,.'sh to define a 
bijective map ~0 from the collection of sequences for which Sk is applied to the 
collection af sequences for which So is applied• Both strategies are applied to each 
sequence possible• We will give a correspondence between sequences o that 
Y* -  Y~ = Y* -  Y~ and ¢p{ Yi.k} = { Y~.o}. In other words, we will map a sequence 
for which Sk is applied to a (usually different) sequence to which So is applied such 
that the distance between the actual maximum of the sequence and "guess" of the 
maximum of the sequence for the respective strategies is preserved. 
For k = 1 , . . . ,  n, define 
cp :({ Y,.k}, 0 -<- i <~ n; Sk)-- ({ Yi.o}, 0~ i ~< n; So} 
by 
, - -  Yj.  - = Yo .o ,  
~o(Yj+,,k) = Yj+,,k- Yj, k = Y,,o, 
~ ( Y,.k ) = Y,,k - Yj, k = Y,-j,o , 
go.k )  --  Y , .k ) -  x ,  - g .o. 
The map ~0 is a bijection. It can perhaps be better described as follows• 1he plot 
of Y~,k vs i (for 0 <~ i <~ n) is examined• The value of Y~ = Yj, k is noted• The values 
{ Y~,k : 0 <~ i <~j} are removed from the left side of the plot by folding them over the 
vertical line y = Yj, k and sliding the values to the right-hand side. An image of Yj, k 
still remains on the left-hand side. The folded part is moved up or down so that 
Yj, k is placed on top of Y,,,k. Then the entire sequence is shifted up or down to 
make 0 the initial value of the new sequence• 
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Example. (The subscripts a, b, c help to illustrate the effect of ~,.) 
i I .~  i I 
I y I I 
I I I 
i y~ J 
, Y Y Y , I I 
I I 
, Y , Y Y I I 
y# , , 
l y l Yc 
I I 
I I V #  I 
~; Y, ' ' -- ' Yo I I I 
I I 
Yb ' I I 
S, So 
The bijection ~p thus described preserves the distance between the actual maximum 
of the ~eq-ence and the value picked under the strategy in use. Because of the 
symmetry of the probabilities as given in Assumption A2, both the original sequence 
and the image of that sequence under q, are equally probable. As a result, the 
probability that Y#= Y*  in all possible sequences Yo, . . . ,  Y, is the same using 
either strategy S~, or So. l-1 
Since we have stated that ¢ in Proposition 2.2 is a bijection, we should be able 
to describe the inverse ~p-~. A verbal description of 
~P-' "({ Y~o}, 0 ~< i <~ n; So) --> ({ Y~.,), 0<~ i <~ n; SI) 
is given in the following three steps. 
Description o f  ~p-! 
Step 1" Examine the graphical representation f a sequence. 
Example 
Y 
Y Y 
Y Y Y 
Y Y 
Step 2: From the right-hand side~ consider the cumulative change in the path, 
one point at a time. 
Step 3: At the first instant hat the cumulative change is positive (measured from 
the fight), fold the fight-hand part ef the path over a vertical axis and reposition it 
at the front of the graph. If the cumulative change is never positive, the graph is 
folded over the vertical ine through the left-hand point. The new left-hand point 
is then set to zero~ 
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Example (of the effect of ~,-1) 
I I ~ I 
I I I 
y ,  m o 
, o Y Y ! ! 
! ! 
Y Y , Y , I ! 
y ' y# , 
, go , ! !
' Yb Yc Y= ' ' l I I I 
I wF  I I 
I Yb | ! I I I 
S O ) S ! 
1he description of ~,-a for genera; S~, rather than S 1 is similar except hat a minimum 
of k elements must be folded over from right to left• 
A result about he bijection ~, is now given for the special case of a simple random 
walk (i.e. P(X i  = 1)= P(X i  =-1)=0.5) .  
Property 2.3. For the bi jection ~o, let ~o (~ ) = ~o and  ~o (k ~ = ~0 (~0 (k-  ~ )). For  a s imple random 
walk,  there exists a k such that  q~ (k ) is the ident i ty map fo r  some k sat is fy ing 1 <~ k <~ (2")  !o 
It follows that ,p{k-t)=,p-i  ( i f  k> 1). 
Proof. The random walk consists of n steps• So there are 2" possible paths or simple 
random walks• Let m = 2". Label the paths p~, P2, . . . ,  Pro. We can then form vectors 
of m components where each component represents a distinct path. There exist 
exactly m ! such vectors corresponding tothe m ! ordering ofpl ,  P2, • • •, Pro. Consider 
the vectors 
(Pl, p2, • • •, P,.), 
¢P(Pl ,P2,  ••• ,pm)  (=(~(P l ) ,  ••• ,  ~(Pm)) ,  
~O(2)(Pl, P2,  • • • ,  Pro), 
~0¢m') (P l ,  P2 ,  • • • ,  Pro). 
Since this list consists of m ! + 1 vectors, and since there exist only m ! distinct vectors, 
at least two such vectors must be equal, say 
~o(i)(P~, P2,  • • - ,  Pm) = ~o( J ) (P l ,  P2 ,  • • • ,  Pro) 
for some i <j. Let k = j -  i. Then ~o (k) is the identity when restricted to any sequence, 
and ~0(k-~)=~0 -! (for k> 1). [] 
Unso lved  Problem: Consider the bijection ~o from sequences under $1 to sequences 
under So. Let k(n)=min{ i :  ~ot° =identity for the vector of paths where the paths 
are sequences of n + 1 values}. An empirical examination of all possible cases yields 
k(l )= 2, k(2)= 3, k(3)=4, k(4)= 30. An explicit formula to describe the sequence 
{k(n)}, 1 ~ n < oo, has yet to be determined. 
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Property 2.4. Suppose Assumption A2 holds. Then So is an optimal strategy. 
Proof. Following Gilbert and Mosteller (1966), define a candidate for Y~ from the 
sequence {~} which is I> all values observed thus far. If we treat our problem as 
a game, we can refer to the event "Y~ = Y*'" as "'win with Y~" and the event 
"Y# = Y*'" as a "'win". Let 
and let 
g(i)= P(win with Y~! Y~ ~> Yo, Y~,. . . ,  Y~-,) 
h(i) = P(win with best strategy from i+ 1 oni Y~ 1> Yo, Y~,-. . ,  Y~-,). 
Define g(0)= P(win with Yo) and h(n)= 1. If Y~ is a candidate, and g( i )>  h(i), 
then an optimal strategy would choose ~ as Y*. if g ( i )= h(i), then an optimal 
strategy could either pick Y~ as Y* or wait for another candidate i' with g(i') ~> h(i'). 
In order to show that So is an optimal strategy, it is sufficient to show that g(0) ~> h(0). 
We will, in fact, show that g(i) = h(i) for all i (0<~ i <~ n). Observe from the definitions 
that g(n- l )=h(n - l )and  g(n)= l=h(n). Define u(r)=P(Yo is a maximum for 
the random walk sequence Yo,- . . ,  Y,). Then, for 0 ~ k <~ n, 
g(k)= P(win with Ykl Yk >~ Yo,.~., Yk-~) 
= P(  Yk is a maximum for the random walk sequence Yk, . . . ,  Yn) 
= P( Wo is the maximum for the random walk sequence 
Wo,..., Wn-k) (where W~ = Yk+i-- Yk) 
=u(n-k), 
h(k) = P(win with best strategy from k + 1 on[ Yk >I Yo,..., Yk-,) 
= P(win with best strategy from step I on in a random 
walk sequence Wo, . . . ,  W,_k) 
/> P(win by picking the last element of a random walk 
sequence Wo,..., Wn-k) 
= P(win by picking the first element Wo of a random walk 
sequence Wo,..., W,-k) 
=u(n-k) .  
The seco~,~ iast equality follows from Proper W 2.2. Thus g(k)<~ h(k) for 0<~ k <~ n. 
But this means that an optimal strategy would be to wait for the last value and 
choose it. So h(k)= u(n-k)  = g(k) by using the same argument as above for h(k) 
with the "t>'" replaced by "=" .  Our result follows. 
It is interesting to note that in the Gi!be~ and .Moste|i,o.r proof, their analog of 
our function h(i) was a decreasing function, while ours is nondecreasing. Since one 
of the key points in their argument needed the fact that ht i) was decreasing, our 
argument is considerably different from theirs. 
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Corollary 2.4.1. Under Assumption A2 and for any k satisfyin~ ~ k <~ n, S~ is an 
optimal strategy. 
Proof. The result follows from Properties 2.2 and 2.4. V! 
We partially i!!ustxate the results of Property 2.2 and Corollary 2.4.1 by examining 
all possible random walk sequences Yo, Y , , . . . ,  Ys with Yo = 0 and with P(X~ = 1) = 
P(X~ =-1)  =0.5. We consider four different strategies--So, SI, and two others. 
Property 2.2 says that we will get the same probabilities of choosing the maximal 
elemental for So and St (and also for $2 , . . . ,  $5). Corollary 2.4.1 says that we cannot 
get a higher probability under any other type of strategy. 
"Vt~e strategies examined are: 
So = strategy for which Y~ is O. 
St = strategy for which Y# is the tint value Y~ such that 
Y~ > Yo. If no such value exists, then Y* = Ys. 
SA = strategy for which Y* is Y~. 
Ss  = strategy for which Y* is the first Y~ such that Y~ > Y~-t- 
If no such value exists, then Y# = Ys. 
By direct enumeration of all 32 possible paths, it can easily be seen that strategies 
So and St each give probabilities of 10/32 of correctly choosing the maximum 
element, while strategies S,t and SB give probabilities of 6/32 and 9/32 respectively. 
It is c~ear that {Y~} forms a martingale (see Feller (1971)). It follows that 
E( Y~k [Sk)= Yo. However, the interest in this paper is in P( Y~ = 1~'~iSk). As our 
example with n = 5 has indicated, not all strategies give the same value for this 
probability. 
Proper~" 2.$. Suppose Assumption A2 holds with P(Xi = 1) = P(Xi = - 1 ) = 0.5. Then, 
for all k = 9, 1 , . . . ,  n, using strategy Sk, 
P( Ya = Y*)= C(2m. m)2 -2"-- I/x/-~-m, 
where we assume n = 2m for some m and C(a, b) is the usual binomial coe~cient. 
Proof 
e( Y*= Y*)= P( = o) 
= P( 1~ <~ 0 for all i= I , . . . ,  n) 
= P( ~ ~ 0 for all i= I , . . . ,2m)  
=C(2m, m)2 -2m 
The last two lines follow from Feller (1968, pp. 75-77). [:] 
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Contrary to intuition, the maximum of a random walk sequence has a higher 
probability of occurring near the beginning or the end than near the middle (see 
. aA~ ~-,- ,ho o,,~,-t, analyst mentioned in the introduction, he can Feqer (1968, p . . - , j . .  ,, . . . .  ,. . . . . . .  
just tell his cliem that the maximum price for the month will occur on the first day 
of the month. No other strategy will improve on his probability of success. If 
P(A~ = 1) = P(X~ = - 1) = 0.5, then by the approximation ; Property 2.5, the proba- 
[-e bility of the analyst being correct is about 0.15 ,~ we allow the market o be open 
for 30 days). 
Now that we have obtained the necessa~ results for the discrete case, we will 
consider the continuous case and prove Property 2.1 stated at the beginning of the 
section. 
Proof of Property 2.1. The idea is to approximate ach of the X~, and hence the 
corresponding Y, by a sequence {Xi, m}, m -- 1, 2 , . . . ,  oo of discrete random variables, 
and then to appeal to Prope~y 3.1. 
Accordingly, fix i (for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n). Let {X~,,n}, m = 1, 2 , . . . ,  oo, be a sequence 
of discrete random variables atisfying 
P( lim X~,m = X~)= 1. 
m-~oC 
The existence of such a sequence of "step" functions that converge almost surely 
to the measurable function Xi is a standard tool in measure theoretic probability 
theory. For an explicit construction of such a sequence that converges to a positive 
Xi, see e.g. Chung (1974, p. 39). For an arbitrary X~, one simply partitions X~ into 
its positive and negative parts: X~=X+-XT,  where X~=max(0,  X~) and X~-= 
max(0,-Xi) ,  and applies the indicated construction to each of the positive random 
variables X + and X~-. If we now define Y~,m = Y~-~,m +X~.m, we see that Y~.m 
converges almost surely to Y~ as rnooo. The result now follows by applying 
Property 2.2 to the set of discrete random variables { Y~,m}, i=  1 ,2 , . . . ,  n and 
letting m o oo. V1 
3. Conclus:oas 
In this paper, we have solved the secretary problem in a situation where the values 
are depenc:entmspecifically when the values represent a generalized random walk. 
The key result states that choosing the first value gives an optimal strategy in 
attempting to maximize the probability of choosing the largest element in a certain 
type of sequence without recall. The probability of success tends to 0 as n-> oo. 
This result is somewhat surprising, especially if we compare it wi:i~ ",he classical 
secretary, problem. In the classical secretary problem, it is helpful to view some of 
the values--in particular, the optimal strategy in that case is to examine n~ e of the 
values, and to pick the next candidate that occurs. The probability of success tends 
to ! /e as n-~oo. 
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It is also surprising that an optimal strategy for our problem, such as the strategy 
of picking the first element, gives a probability considerably better than 1/n. This 
is indicated in Property 2.4 and is related to Feller's observation that the maximum 
of a random walk is more likely to occur near the endpoints rather than near the 
middle. The fact that all of our strategies So, $1 , . . . ,  S, are all equivalent does not 
mean that the probability of choosing any element is the same. We only allow an 
element to be chosen if it is the maximum of those seen up to that point (unless it 
is the last element). 
In actual practice, many situations involve making a decision over time and 
without the possibility of recall. Such time related situations, such as weather 
conditions, asset accumulation, traffic volume, etc., contain some elements of the 
model discussed (although probably without he symmetry). One effect of our paper 
would be to point out the futility of seeking some unusual strategy which will always 
outperform a simple n~ive strategy. Certainly, in the symmetric case, we have shown 
that we cannot improve our probability of choosing *~he maximum of our sequence 
over the strategy of picking the first element. 
The problem and its solution as presented here suggest a number of variants and 
extensions. It would be of interest to know what happens if the symmetry no longer 
holds. What happens if drift is aJded to the model? The answers to such questions 
would make the model more applicable to the stock market when studied over a 
long period of time. We might also want to define objective functions to allow for 
a reward based on the distance between the prediction and the actual maximum. 
Another possibility would be to allow for limited recall, as h~,s been done in some 
variants of the original secretaD problem. 
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